A general background for the theory of the operators discussed here is found in [1] , [3] , and [5] . The theorems in this paper are motivated by the theorems of Hinton [4] and Eastham and El-Deberky [2] . In [4] , Hinton gives conditions on the coefficients in the scalar case to guarantee that the continuous spectrum of self adjoint extensions covers the entire real axis. study the general even order scalar operator. DEFINITION 1. Let L denote a self adjoint extension of L o . Then we define the continuous spectrum, C(L), of L to be the set of all λ for which there exists a sequence (f n ) in D2, the domain of L, with the properties:
(i) HAH -1 for all n, (ii) </ w > contains no convergent subsequence (i.e., is not compact), and (iii) ||(L-λ)Λ||-+0 as n~* F or the self adjoint operator L we have the following wellknown lemma. LEMMA 
Proof. We will establish the theorem for #(£) = α(£) since the other case follows in exactly the same way.
Note that to prove the theorem then we need only show that for any real number μ there is a sequence </ m > in D 
( a\t)dt and \ β\t)dt are o(a m ), m m then C(L) = (-oo, oo).
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 2 choose Q[
= (Y(t))/(2V7(t) -μ) and applying conditions (i) -(iv) as before where g(t) is replaced by 7(0 we get that || (£ -μl)f m \\-+θ
as m-> oo. 
(wΎ/w*Ί/w and Cauchy-Schwartz Inequality.
Proof. As is the previous theorem define
where /" = 0 and / ml = (J.β«Λ>-1 "
Then again 6L = K/a n and |/ ml | ^ δ m^~1 Then by the calculations above 
Similarly, by the remark at the end of the theorem,
Since | hZ I £ KJal, 
